
Wine Lovers Bracelet
Project B2053
Designer: Kat Silvia

Whether you visit Tuscany every year or sip wine in your backyard, you will love this wine theme charm bracelet. 

What You'll Need

Lead-Free Pewter Charms, Wine Bottle Openers 27mm, 2 Pieces, Antiqued Silver

SKU: PND-06015

Project uses 1 piece

Czech Glass Beads Amethyst Purple & Gold Grapes (12)

SKU: BCP-9030

Project uses 1 piece

Czech Glass Beads Peridot Green & Gold Grapes (12)

SKU: BCP-9029

Project uses 2 pieces

Czech Fire Polish Glass Beads 6mm Round 'Crystal Luster' (25)

SKU: BCP-3602

Project uses 4 pieces

Hand Painted Ceramic Beads - Small Cheese Wedge 10x9.5mm - Pack of 2

SKU: BWC-3065

Project uses 1 piece

Silver Plated 2mm Ball Head Pins 21 Gauge 2 Inches (x20)

SKU: FHP-3002

Project uses 5 pieces

Beautiful Silver Plated Curved Lobster Clasps 15mm (10)

SKU: FCL-2522

Project uses 1 piece

Silver Plated Open Jump Rings 6mm 21 Gauge (50)

SKU: FJR-5467

Project uses 10 pieces

Nunn Design Silver Plated  Textured Cable Chain 7mm By The Ft

SKU: CHA-9800

Project uses 8 inches

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5514] Beadsmith Jewelry Fine Round Nose Micro Pliers, [XTL-5511] Beadsmith

Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose, [XTL-5600] Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers -

Wire/Soft Flex
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Instructions

This design will give you a bracelet that is an adjustable 7 inches in length.  To modify this, simply adjust the length of the chain.

1. Begin by taking one head pin and threading on one cheese bead.  Make a wrapped wire loop.  Set aside.

2. Take one head pin and thread on one round Crystal Luster bead, and make a wrapped wire loop.  Repeat this step three more times.  Set these aside.

3. Cut off 8 inches of chain.  Lay the chain out in front of you.  To the last link on the right side, open one jump ring and loop it around the last link and the
loop of one lobster clasp.  Close the jump ring.

4. Moving to the left.  Take one crystal luster bead with the wrapped wire loop, thread on an open jump ring, close it around link #3.

5. Moving to the left.  Take one green grapes bead, thread it onto an open jump ring, and close it around link #5.

6. Moving to the left. Take the cheese bead with the wrapped wire loop, thread on a jump ring, and close it around link #7.

7. Moving to the left.  Take one crystal luster bead with the wrapped wire loop, thread on an open jump ring, close it around link #9.

8. Moving to the left.  Take one purple grapes bead, thread it onto an open jump ring, and close it around link #11.

9. Moving to the left.  Take one pewter wine opener charm, thread it onto an open jump ring, and close it around link #13.

10. Moving to the left.  Take one crystal luster bead with the wrapped wire loop, thread on an open jump ring, close it around link #15.

11. Moving to the left.  Take one green grapes bead, thread it onto an open jump ring, and close it around link #17.

12. Moving to the left.  Take one crystal luster bead with the wrapped wire loop, thread on an open jump ring, close it around link #19.

13. You should be left with about 2 inches of chain left.  To clasp this bracelet you can attach the lobster clasp to any link in the chain for the proper fit.
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